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[1] We present the results of a series of 3-D boundary
element calculations to investigate the effects of oceanic
transform faults on stress state and fault development at
adjacent mid-ocean ridge spreading centers. We find that the
time-averaged strength of transform faults is low, and that
on time scales longer than a typical earthquake cycle
transform faults behave as zones of significant weakness.
Specifically, mechanical coupling of only �5% best
explains the observed patterns of strike-slip and oblique
normal faulting near a ridge-transform intersection. On time
scales shorter than a typical earthquake cycle, transient
‘‘locked’’ periods can produce anomalous reverse faulting
similar to that observed at the inside corner (IC) of several
slow-spreading ridge segments. Furthermore, we predict
that extensional stresses will be suppressed at the IC due to
the shear along the transform resisting ridge-normal
extension. This implies that an alternative mechanism is
necessary to explain the preferential normal fault growth and
enhanced microseismicity observed at many ICs. INDEX
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1. Introduction

[2] Oceanic transform faults are fundamental features of
the mid-ocean ridge spreading system. Near the intersection
of a slow-spreading ridge and a transform fault, axial
topography is consistently asymmetric, with crust on the
inside-corner (IC) elevated relative to that on the outside-
corner (OC) [e.g., Karson and Dick, 1983] (Figure 1).
Similar asymmetry is also reflected in the pattern of seafloor
faulting and abyssal hill fabric. In particular, faults extend-
ing from the segment center into IC crust curve sharply in
the offset direction, while faults extending into OC crust
typically remain parallel to the ridge (Figure 1). These
observations are consistent with teleseismic events indicat-
ing oblique normal faulting mechanisms near the end of
several segments on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) [Huang
and Solomon, 1988]. Evidence from microearthquake stud-
ies [Wolfe et al., 1995; Barclay et al., 2001] and hydro-
acoustic monitoring [Smith et al., 2002] suggests that ICs

may be more seismically active than OCs. ICs have also
been associated with several examples of anomalous reverse
faulting mechanisms, which are in sharp contrast to the
otherwise ridge-normal extensional stress field [Engeln et
al., 1986; Wolfe et al., 1993].
[3] The observed asymmetry in seismicity and normal

fault orientation near the ends of slow-spreading ridge
segments is indicative of a deviation in the regional stress
field from otherwise ridge-normal extension. Shearing
along an active transform fault has been proposed to perturb
the stress field sufficiently to explain both the rotation and
asymmetry in faulting at segment ends. This mechanism has
been quantified by numerical studies that calculate the
relative amount of stress rotation as a function of the ratio
between the ridge-normal extensional stress and the shear
stress along the transform [Fujita and Sleep, 1978; Phipps
Morgan and Parmentier, 1984]. However, by specifying
stresses directly on the ridge axis and transform fault, these
models do not provide an estimate of the magnitude of
mechanical coupling across the transform.
[4] In this study we perform a series of three-dimensional

(3-D) boundary element calculations to examine the effects
of mechanical coupling along oceanic transform faults on
stress state and fault development at oceanic spreading
centers. Optimal fault planes are calculated as a function of
the conditions on the transform and our results are discussed
in relation to observed seismicity, transform strength, and
fault orientation at ridge-transform intersections.

2. Model Setup

[5] We model the stress field near a transform fault using
a 3-D boundary element model [Gomberg and Ellis, 1994].
The geometry of the model domain is shown in Figure 2a.
The north, south, and basal boundaries of the model space
are defined to be shear stress free with no normal displace-
ment, while the top boundary is stress free. In reality, the
zero shear stress region at the base of the plate (which can
be approximated by the brittle/ductile transition) is likely to
increase with crustal age. However, sensitivity tests show
that our numerical solutions are not strongly dependent on
the plate thickness, Zo, and thus our predictions for a
uniform plate thickness are a reasonable approximation
for stresses in the study region.
[6] Steady-state plate motion is simulated by specifying

displacements, Uo and�Uo, on the east and west boundaries
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of the model space, respectively, and on both sides of each
ridge axis (Figure 2b). Seismic moment studies [Solomon et
al., 1988] and measurements of cumulative fault throw from
the Broken Spur segment of the MAR [Escartı́n et al., 1999]
suggest that 15–20% of sea-floor spreading is accommo-
dated by extensional faulting with the rest by magmatic
emplacement. Therefore, in addition to the steady-state
displacement field we superimpose a far-field extensional
strain, ef.f., corresponding to 20% total strain. The sensitivity
of our results to the magnitude of ef.f. will be discussed later.
[7] A shear displacement discontinuity, Ds, is specified

along the transform fault, with Ds = 2Uo(1 � c). The factor
c is used to simulate the coupling of the two plates across
the transform, with c = 0 corresponding to total decoupling
or free slip along the transform, and c = 1 representing a
completely locked fault. We assume zero normal displace-
ment discontinuity across the transform fault (i.e., Dn = 0).
In reality, coupling across a transform fault will vary as a
function of time. We envision that immediately before a
large earthquake the transform should behave in a more
locked manner, exerting larger shear stresses on the adjacent
plates. In contrast, after a major earthquake the accumulated
shear stresses are likely to be released and the transform will
behave in a more decoupled manner.
[8] The predicted principal deviatoric stress orientations

are used to estimate optimal fault planes throughout the
model space. Seismic observations of focal mechanisms at
slow-spreading ridges show most normal faulting events to
occur at dip angles of 45� and most strike-slip events to be
oriented parallel to the trend of the transform fault [e.g.,
Thatcher and Hill, 1995]. These observations imply that the
coefficient of friction in oceanic lithosphere is very low, and
we use m = 0 to calculate the orientation of failure planes
throughout the model space. A higher coefficient of friction
would result in steeper dip angles for the predicted normal
faults. In this linear elastic analysis, the directions of the
principal deviatoric stresses remain constant for all values of
Uo. Therefore, the orientation of the optimal fault planes is

independent of the absolute magnitude of the far-field
displacement.
[9] To assess the relative potential for failure on a pre-

dicted fault plane, we calculate the ratio of shear to normal
stress tdev/sdev+lith resolved on the predicted plane incorpo-
rating both deviatoric and lithostatic components. We cal-
culate slith = rgh throughout the model space, where r is the
average lithospheric density, g is acceleration due to gravity,
and h is the depth to the 600�C isotherm approximated from
a half-space cooling model. We note that a half-space model
results in a more abrupt temperature change across the
transform than would a passive flow thermal model. How-
ever, the difference in h calculated from these two
approaches does not significantly affect our numerical
results. Because the lithosphere is observed to have a finite
thickness at the ridge axis, the minimum depth of the 600�C
isotherm is set to 6 km. Note that while the orientations of
the optimal fault planes were independent of the far-field
displacement, tdev/sdev + lith increases with increasing values
of Uo due to the larger magnitude of the deviatoric stresses
relative to slith.

3. Results

[10] Figure 3 illustrates the calculated optimal fault
planes as a function of the mechanical coupling parameter,
c, for a 100-km transform. In the case of complete
decoupling (c = 0), no shear stresses are generated along
the transform and the only source of deviatoric stress is
ridge-normal tension generated from the far-field strain
(Figure 3a). The calculated optimal fault planes are uni-
formly normal faulting mechanisms with ridge parallel

Figure 1. Bathymetry of the OH-1 and OH-2 segments
south of the Oceanographer Fracture Zone at the MAR
[Rabain et al., 2001]. Inset shows the geologic interpreta-
tion of the OH-1 segment by Gràcia et al. [1999] based on
bathymetry, acoustic backscattering, submersible observa-
tions, and rock samples. Major fault scarps are shown in
black. Figure adapted from Rabain et al. [2001] and Gràcia
et al. [1999].

Figure 2. (a) Model setup and (b) boundary conditions for
3-D boundary element analysis. The model dimensions are
Xo = 240 km, Yo = 160 km, and Zo = 15 km with LR = 120
km and LT = 100 km. Boundary conditions and driving
forces are described in text. All calculations were performed
with a Young’s modulus, E, of 70 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio,
n, of 0.25.
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orientations, and the magnitude of tdev/sdev + lith is greatest
near the ridge axes, where the lithosphere is thinnest.
[11] Increasing c to 0.05 generates shear stresses along

the transform, resulting in a number of changes in the
predicted pattern of stress (Figure 3b). First, the orientation
of the predicted normal faulting mechanisms at the IC and
along the transform are rotated clockwise with respect to
the spreading ridge. Second, a narrow region of strike-slip
faulting forms near the end of the transform, extending
�20 km east from the ridge-transform intersection and
�10 km north and south of the transform fault trace.
Finally, the magnitude of tdev/sdev + lith on the predicted
normal fault planes becomes asymmetrical across the ends
of the ridge segments, with higher values predicted on the
OCs. This somewhat surprising effect is caused by the
induced shear along the transform resisting the far-field
extensional stresses. Immediately adjacent to the ridge-
transform intersection these shear stresses are sufficient to
generate a reverse faulting mechanism, although the value
of tdev/sdev + lith on the predicted fault plane is low.
[12] As the coupling parameter, c, is increased to values

of 0.10 and 0.15, strike-slip deformation is predicted to

dominate near the transform (Figures 3c and 3d). For c =
0.15, strike-slip faulting is predicted in a �70-km wide
north-south region around the center of the transform (x =
120 km) and to extend �50 km south along the IC side of
the ridge axis. Reverse faulting is predicted over a larger
portion of the IC, with several of the fault planes associated
with high values of tdev/sdev + lith. The dominant style of
deformation on the OC remains ridge-parallel normal fault-
ing, with a slight counter-clockwise rotation in fault ori-
entation near the segment end.
[13] Observed seismicity at oceanic spreading centers

indicates that strike-slip faulting is confined to a narrow
region (20–25 km wide) around an active transform and is
rarely observed along the axis of an adjacent spreading
center [Engeln et al., 1986; Boettcher and Jordan, 2001].
Furthermore, the presence of large rotated normal faults at
many ICs indicates that significant extensional rather than
compressional or strike-slip strain must be accommodated
on these faults. These observations are most consistent with
predictions for coupling parameters less than 0.10, and thus
imply that the time-averaged strength of oceanic transform
faults is low.

Figure 3. Effect of the mechanical coupling parameter, c, on the style of faulting near an oceanic transform fault.
Orientations of calculated optimal fault planes for (a) c = 0, (b) c = 0.05, (c) c = 0.10, and (d) c = 0.15. Deformation is
driven by a far-field displacement Uo = 100 m, equivalent to 10,000 years of spreading at a half-rate of 1 cm/yr. Optimal
fault planes are evaluated at a depth of 4 km, consistent with the average depth of faulting near the axis of the MAR from
microseismicity studies [Wolfe et al., 1995; Barclay et al., 2001]. Rectangular boxes show location of ridge segment (white)
and transform fault (black). Color shading indicates the relative magnitude of tdev/sdev + lith. A coupling parameter of c =
0.05 most closely matches the observed fault orientations and focal mechanisms at slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges.
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[14] On time scales shorter than a typical earthquake
cycle, however, coupling across oceanic transforms may
experience significant temporal variability. Before a major
earthquake we envision that some transform faults may
exhibit a larger coupling parameter. Such ‘‘locked’’ periods
could explain the presence of the anomalous reverse fault-
ing mechanisms observed at a number of ICs [Engeln et al.,
1986; Wolfe et al., 1993]. On such short time scales, stresses
may also vary as a function of individual magmatic events.
The predicted pattern of stress is a function of the relative
ratio of c to the magnitude of the far-field extensional
strain, ef.f.. For example, increasing ef.f. by a factor of two
would produce the same effect on fault style as decreasing c
by one-half. However, even for 50% amagmatic strain (ef.f. =
0.5(2Uo/Xo)), the maximum coupling consistent with the
observations is on the order of c = 0.10 or less.
[15] Based on a comparision of observed seafloor fabrics

and the solutions of a 2-D thin plate model, Phipps Morgan
and Parmentier [1984] proposed that the ratio of average
normal stress at the ridge axis to shear stress along the
transform (sR/sT) is in the range of 3 to 5. For c = 0.05, the
ratio of sT at the center of the transform to sR at the ridge
axis is �3.2. In contrast, for c = 0.15 this ratio decreases to
only �1.1. Thus, our 3-D results are consistent with the 2-D
thin plate solutions of Phipps Morgan and Parmentier
[1984], and show that sR/sT ratios of 3–5 correspond to
mechanical coupling across a transform of �5%.

4. Summary

[16] Our results illustrate that the pattern of faulting and
seismicity observed near ridge-transform intersections is
most consistent with �5% mechanical coupling across the
transform (i.e., coupling coefficient c = 0.05). This implies
that the additional 95% of the shear strain must dissipate
rapidly relative to the earthquake cycle, either through
aseismic creep or slow earthquakes. These results are
consistent with independent findings from seismic moment
studies of oceanic transform faults. Okal and Langenhorst
[2000] and Boettcher and Jordan [2001] found that the
cumulative seismic moment release on most oceanic trans-
forms can account for only 10–15% of the total slip
predicted from kinematic models. These observations are
in sharp contrast to some major continental strike-slip
systems, where studies have found little evidence for
seismic deficits on the Anatolian Fault [e.g., Kiratzi,
1993] and the southern San Andreas Fault [e.g., Stein and
Hanks, 1998]. Thus, it appears that most oceanic transform
faults may be characterized by greater amounts of aseismic
slip than some continental strike-slip faults.
[17] On time scales shorter than a typical earthquake

cycle, however, coupling along oceanic transforms may
experience significant temporal variations. Transient
‘‘locked’’ periods may explain the presence of anomalous
reverse faulting mechanisms observed at some ICs. Another
interesting prediction of our model is that ICs are not
characterized by enhanced extensional stresses relative to
OCs. Instead, the opposite effect occurs, with shear stresses
along the transform calculated to suppress ridge-normal
extension at ICs. This indicates that an alternative mecha-

nism is necessary to explain the preferential normal fault
growth and microseismicity observed in these regions.
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